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There are presently three primary materials used for the production of orangeries. These include
hardwood, aluminium and uPVC. Each material is having its own exclusive qualities, but only
hardwood can generate a style and appearance that is quite exceptional.

A hardwood orangery is manufactured from a variety of timbers. The most used ones these days
include oak, sapele mahogany, Shorea, and utile. Amazingly, several hardwoods are not an
appropriate material for such glasshouses, for instance beech. Even if this is an excellent wood from
the inside, it is not adequately resilient to be used on the outside.

Hardwoods are specifically chosen for their mix of attributes such as longevity, architectural qualities
and convenience of use. It is beneficial to consider each of the attributes in solitude, the first being
longevity. The characteristics of this wood is such that it has inbuilt sturdiness and this sturdiness
offers the expected longevity that is improved to a greater extent when coated with paints or stain.
When the wood is painted once, there is no need to paint it again for a decade or so, even though
the location of the orangery with regard to the components might have a bearing on this time period.

Several hardwoods, for instance teak, comprise a particular amount of organic oil. These wood
varieties can eventually be left bare and fully exposed to the components and due to their resin
substance, they are incredibly resilient and will sustain for many decades. A number of
manufacturers solely make use of aged oak, since it is well-known for its durability and is one of the
toughest materials in the construction of orangeries and will stand the test of time. This timber
should be dried by air to attain the proper dampness level and once dried out; it is covered with
lamination to offer extra toughness.

The architectural qualities of hardwood let designers a free hand to develop virtually any design of
orangery because of the potency of the material in conjunction with its functionality. Most such
glasshouses are manufactured employing cutting-edge routers that can currently have room for
inter-cut patterns, so that each greenhouse can be as distinctive as the home it connects with.
Timber orangeries normally make use of mortise and tendon joints for the doors and frames in
windows, whereas roof rafters or parallel sloping beams are in bird mouth shape over the external
pan railing. Finger joinery is used for lengthier components as and where required. The beads are
joined to add more strength to the frames.

Hardwood has been able to maintain its popularity for many years. For a large number of
individuals, it is still the high point and finest quality in orangery designing and construction. Its lone
apparent disadvantage is price. Amongst all the materials, it is likely to be the costliest particularly
when made a comparison with plastic. However, if you take other major advantages of timber into
account, then you wonâ€™t hesitate paying a high price because it will give matchless service for many
years to come.
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Ansel Abbott - About Author:
Matthew Lewis is a specialist in the construction of hardwood orangery. His company is the leading
supplier of bespoke and hand-carved hardwood orangeries and conservatories. Contact the
company to add a unique style and functionality to your home.
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